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OPTIMUM LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
IN FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Arvind Caprihan 

ABSTRACT 

In pattern recognition one tries to classify a pattern . 

based on a certain number of observed variables. The observed variables 

are more often than not redundant. The method of reducing the number of 

observed variables, or features,is called "Feature Extraction." 

The solution of the above problem requires the aid of a dis¬ 

tance measure. Here a distance measure is obtained geometrically and 

is compared.with the Bhattacharya distance and the Divergence for the 

n-dimensional Gaussian random variable. 

Then a method is given to optimally select the features of 

gaussian random process. A special case of this result gives the optimum 

linear transformation to reduce the dimension of an n-dimensional 

Gaussian random vector. 

The distance measure derived geometrically was used to obtain 

an optimum non-linear transformation to reduce the number of observed 

variables. 

An example was solved on the computer to give a certain amount 

of comparison among the different methods. 
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1.1 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS. 

.1.1 Definition of Feature Extraction. 

In pattern recognition the problem is to decide which class 

from a priori selected finite sets of pattern classes the presented 

object (event or pattern) belongs to. In some pattern classification 

problems the patterns in the various classes are so intermixed that 

only a highly non-linear method can separate them to the required 

degree of accuracy. In such a case it seems desirable to solve the 

problem in two stages. The first stage makes the problem more tract¬ 

able for the second stage. 

The first stage is called the Feature Extraction stage and 

the second the Decision stage. The chief theoretical difficulty with 

the feature extraction stage is that it must be evaluated in terms 

of the decision stage rather than on its own. Hence, the feature extrac¬ 

tion problem cannot be considered separately from the classification 

problem. 

The design of the feature extraction stage is comprised of' 

two tasks, measurement selection and dimensionality reduction. In the 

first case we try to choose a certain optimum set of features from a 

larger class of features that are measured. While in the second case 

we try to find an optimum transformation from a higher dimensional space 

to a lower dimensional space of feature vectors. The idea is to 

retain the information content in the original features as much as 

possible when it is transformed to a new lower dimensional feature . 

vector. 
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1.2 Statement of the Problems. 

The basic problem has been divided into two sub-problems. 

The solutions to both of these problems is obtained independently. 

The assumptions made and the statements of these problems will be 

discussed now. 

The assumptions are as follows; 

.. i) There are two classes present. They are indicated by and H^. 

ii) We are given a training set of samples belonging to and 

another set from m . 

iii) The sample, or the observable random variable, can be one of 

the two types; 

a) X<=‘XCt} 

b) X = X, 

where X(jfc.) 6 Hilbert space ot IT3 

where X £ \~\ 

X>fV 

iv) It is possible to estimate the a priori probabilities 

and P(HO for the two classes and the density functions |pC.X/Hi) 

and 1p(X|V\-^) from the training set. . 

To simplify notation let 

l=,tx) = ip(xlH‘) Ci.i) 

= (1.2) 

IT i PCHO (1.3) 

TVs. = P(HO (1.4) 

v) A datum X is observed and a decision has to be made whether 

it belonged to or to . 

vi) The optimum decision rule is the one which minimizes Baye*s 
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Risk. If the loss functions are not known then they will be assumed 

to have certain values which will make Baye*s Risk equivalent with 

probability of error. This will be the case most of the times. 

The first problem is as follows; 

Find a function L_Cy, Ht >H:L) • This function depends on the 

properties of- the two classes (H^ and H^) and the feature vector y. 

This function indicates • the risk one would undertake were he to apply 

the optimum decision to the feature vector y. 

After we have a solution to this problem we are led to the 

following problem; 

For a given value of m, seek the largest set of transformations 

and also a member of this set, ^ such that 

y = <&,00 (1.5) 

A 
"m = < DIM.C*) (1.6) 

t Ki F L(^0OyH\.H2.) (1.7) 

y = y (1.8) 

In most cases instead of minimizing we will try to 

maximize another function which will vary inversely with L(//, Hi/rtt) • 

This function will be denoted by and will be called 

the distance measure between and . 

Thus, the problem is to find a suitable and then find 

a transformation 4>0 which maximizes it. 
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1.3 Approaches followed by other investigators and some of 

the difficulties encountered. 

The first question that arises is, why break up the problem in 

two parts and why not simply try to find a transformation which • 

minimizes the probability of error. The answer is that the expression 

for the probability of error is complicated and difficult to evaluate. 

Hence, we need an expression for which is simple and yet 

representative of probability of error. 

J. Tou had proposed the Divergence, 

~^-oo 

= S (pt^-KC-Y')) LN b.lY) ay (1.9) 
“°° KCy) 

as a suitable D(yjHi;H2-) . 

T. L. Henderson and D. G. Lainiotis have proved that the maxi¬ 

mization of Divergence or of Bhattacharya distance or the minimization 

of probability of error are equivalent, provided the following con¬ 

ditions are satisfied. 

ECY/H.) = ELC7/Hz) (l.io) 

and jo,{y) and jo^CY) are gaussian density functions. 

The above distance measures are useful in problem solving only 

if we assume jp^Y) and jpxCY) to be gaussian density functions. 

This is so because then the divergence and the Bhattacharya distance 

reduce to simple expressions. 

It is clearly desirable to have an expression for CXY;HI,H2.) 

which only depends on the moments of Jody) andjp^y) • This will 

eliminate the need of estimating ^,(7/) and j^z(Y) and also the expression 

for DC/jHpHi.) will be of the form suitable for optimization. 

J. Tou and D. G. Lainotis have restricted the set of allowable 
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transformations to linear transformations. This was in a certain 

sense necessary. They had chosen distance measures which are suitable 

for gaussian random processes and gaussian random processes remain 

gaussian only under linear transformations. 

In this thesis a distance measure is obtained from purely 

geometric considerations. It depends on the moments of )p\{y) and |pjy) 

This distance measure is then optimized by a non-linear transformation 

The use of non-linear transformation was possible because the distance 

measure depended only on the moments. 



1.4 Summary of the results developed in this thesis. 

1. 6 

In Chapter 2 various distance measures are discussed and the 

optimum transformations are found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

The new results obtained in this thesis will now be stated. 

A) The distance measure between the two classes and ^ is 

given by either of the two expressions, 

* k\ TalCzCi+C’lC7.-2.Xl + ^Yc'V 

or LM-DETIGTCICTCXIIII + keYrC~'Y • 
4- 

where Kt , kx ate some constants. Let T>( andTla. be the number of 

samples of classes and E^ respectively 

XL ± X.i 1 L be the ith sample 

Xnl 

X, = 1? XL V XL 6 Hi Cl. 12) 
Ti, 

Xa = J_ H XL -V XL 6. HJL a.13) 
Tl2- L- i 

Cl = zi CXL-XiXXL-X.V -Vx-utHi (1.14) 
L= i 

Ca = Z1 C'XL-xOCXL-Xs.V A/xifeHi Cl.15) 
L- i 

C = Cl + Ca. . Cl.16) 

Y xt - Xz. (1.17) 
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I is the identity matrix and tr means the trace. 

B) A linear optimum transformation is obtained in Chapter 3 for 

the case when the datum is an observation of a gaussian random 

variable. In Chapter 4 a non-linear optimum transformation is obtained 

using the distance measure obtained geometrically. These results are 

best presented as two different cases. 

Case 1: 

There are two classes present5 say and The datum x 

can be either a gaussian random process or an n-dimensional gaussian 

random vector. This will give rise to two sub-cases. 

The two sub-cases are as follows: 

i) Statement of the Problem: 

The datum is a gussian random process with known mean 

and and covariance functions (^K\(S/t/) an<i ^ 2. C.S it)) under 

the two classes. 

The transformation is defined by [Q.^(jh)j where 
L~ \ 

for all i = 1 to m 

yi = . j dLl-OXl-t) cl-r (1.18) 
CL 

The distance measure to be maximized by \_CL'L(±f)J is given by 
L=l 

CV j Hijhr) LN dv| (1.19) 

Assumptions made: 

a) X(iO is a random process with finite mean square value. 

b) X(jt) 6. Hilbert Space bO . 
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c) CLtCV) <c Hilbert space J-2.CG., b ) 

r- — Tr'l 
d) [ClLL“<Oj. are linearly independent 

fi iL±) = 
A- 
V KiCSj'b) ‘SCrt) d’fc 
^OL 

(1.20) 

fiSc-t) = 
p- 
\ K2.U3;t)-5-(±.)ci’t (1.21) 

Then u and *Z. are positive definite operators and their 

ranges are all of c/;(a;V) 

Result: The necessary condition for maximum is 

'■e; = o c for all j = 1 to m (1.22) 

where 

^ ciKCr-M)aCk - Z1 ^(XL)ir, CdVXifOab-i 
^ L=\ d- (1.23) 

where 

= Y\T - TO 2. (1.24) 

/^CLl = (_c< ,CLl) (1.25) 

"f = (1.26) ~> 

■fr(.xi) •- Xi - \ 
(1.27) 

CXL+O XL 

= (CLL.-'XG-j) j CO-b/fa Cl.j ) (1.28) 

P\ " Pi "+ F\ 2. (1.29) 
2_ 

CYYT)-J = (a-,,ha,0 
0 / 0 

(1.30) 
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R, \Y
T
CK = /SKCK • (i.3i) 

b'L •- \l bt (1.32) 

Ct — L CL i y - - — (1.33) 

UIL! 

I / 

n
 

li
 

Ci K 

i 

i | 

i ^L! 

i 

CvnK 

(1.34) 

It is possible to get a necessairy and sufficient condition, 

when either ~ ~^2_ and C> or when f. * •? 2. and O . These have 

been obtained in Sec. 3.3. 

ii) Statement of the Problem. 

The datum X is a n-dimensional gaussian random variable with 

known mean (m^ and m^) and covariance matrices (‘^i and ’fa ) under the 

two classes. 

The transformation is defined by where 

V. 
/ t Ccu,*) o.Jx (1.35) 

is (T\* | ) vector. 

The distance measure to be maximized by 

as given by eq. 1.13. 

Assumptions made: 

Lo-i.] 
Li- l 

is the same 

a) The random variable x has no degenerate components and also 

there is no linear dependence with probability one among the components. 
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Result: The vectors J ._ have to satisfy exactly the same 

condition i.e. eq. 1.23 for to be maximized. 

Case 2: 

Statement of the problem: 

The datum x is a n~dimensional random variable with a unimodal 

probability density function under both the classes. A training set 

containing sufficient representative members of both the classes is 

present 

z, 
i 

— 

1 

4y.x,) 
t 

i 

l 
4*1 (X2.) 

J 

1 

(1.36) 

The transformation is then defined by and 
- Ta 

LAt-V L- I 

where 

i) Cp*L is a. function from R1 to K' and is such that there is no 

linear dependence with probability one among the components . 

ii) a^ is aCricy^O vector and tAi-3 • are linearly independent. 

Then y-L ■= (^CXL “Z.) for i=l to m. 

The distance measure to be maximized by suitable \ (X*v U i
s 

C \ f R2. Lu. \ C-z. C2.^ 2-i-1 
Lh (1.37) 

where C-^ and are scatter matrices when the samples belong to 

and when they belong to respectively. 

y is the difference in the sample means of the two classes and 

C is equal to (C^ -r C^). 
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and are arbitrary constants. 

Assumptions made: 

a) The random variable x has no degenerate components and also there 

'is no linear dependence with probability one among the components 

■vr v 
1 3 n 

b) The number of samples in both classes is the same. 

Then the problem becomes that we have to' maximize 

= hiYTR'r + Ha. 1_KI^ 3g 
4“ 

where R^ and are estimated covariance matrices for the vector 

y , and P\ ~ [ <L • 

h^ and h^ are arbitrary constants. 

Result: 

The necessary condition for maxima is 

'e3 = 0 \ ' to (1.39) 

where 

40) 

The other terms are defined by eqs. 1.24 to 1.28. In this 

case 'Pi and were covariance matrices for the vector z and 

m^ and m2 were the means of the same vector under the two classes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A DISTANCE MEASURE 

2* ^ Properties of Distance Measures 

In this chapter the properties that a distance measure should 

have will be obtained. Then it is shown how the Bhattacharya distance 

satisfies these properties. The superiority of Bhattacharya distance 

over the Divergence is pointed out. Then under certain heurisitc bases 

a distance measure is obtained for the non-parametric case. This dis¬ 

tance measure is compared with the Bhattacharya distance when 

and are guassian density functions. 

Property 2.1. If L(Y> H\ jH2R > L(x,Hthen RE C7) ^ PdO) 

Here F|Cy) and RE C>0 are the probability of errors obtained by per¬ 

forming the decision on the set y and on the set x respectively. 

Then minimizing L(Y,Hi,Hz) would make some sense. 

Since in actual practice it is the Baye*s risk that we want to 

minimize, it is appropriate to consider how the minimum Baye*s risk be¬ 

haves with respect to transformations. 

In order to get the terminology straight, the Baye!s rule will 

be discussed briefly. 

The statistical decision problem with which we are concerned 

will be stated. This comprises 

a) A parameter space -A_ with generic element /\ . A is the state of 

nature which is unknown to us. 

b) An action space A with generic element a . 

c) A loss function LCCl^X) O representing the loss we incur in 
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taking action a when the parameter is X . 

d) A priori distribution G of X on _A_ . 

e) An observable random variable x belonging to a space x. When the 

parameter is X , X has a specified probability density 'SC.X/x') — 5*00 

The problem is to choose a- decision function t, defined on x 

and with values in A , such that when we observe x we shall take the 

action t(x) and thereby incur the loss L. (."t-OO; X^ . 

For any t the expected loss when X is the parameter is 

FUt,X) -= (2a) 

The overall expected loss when the a priori distribution of '' 

in G is 

\ Rtt#>0AG(.M is called the Baye's risk of t rel- 

ative to G. 

We can write 

Hit,GO - $ (K't-OVO dx 

where 

= ( LCa.xHAtx^GCX) 

Assume, (b C'to dj> (P-/^1 ^ 
T
 CL & A 

Then RCto,G») 4 ' (2.5) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

•for all different t. 
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Therefore by defining 

— MiN RC-tyG) = C <^(jto(X>/>0 A* (2.6) 

we get Rx(&) as the minimum possible Baye's risk when x is the observed 

random variable. 

Lemma 2.1. If y^C*.1) is a regular transformation from Rn to Rn, 

then y = g(x) implies R*(.&) = Ry(GO where Rx(GO -and RyCG*) 

are defined by equation 2.6. 

A transformation g from Rn to Rn is regular if 

a) g is of class 

b) g is univalent and 

c) the jacobian 0 for any x. 

Proof: Let cbCQ/X) ~ S M *Sx (.*) A ) 

Then $^U.a,X)\>xtY)AGlX) 

= . -S * (.^W^GCX) 
. \ T 

= dpCcXiX) (2*7) 

Assume $ (/t» (_Y)/y } = VMM <\> t a/y) • (2.8) 
ixeA 

4^c_v^>/V) = M\N (Ha/X") 
aeA |T^Cx->\ 

\T\ . 

(2.9) 

(by equation 2.4). 



Ry(G) = ( cW 
JY 

= r fol~to(>),yO ♦ i T^C^^)\ (ix 
Y 1 

= R*C&) (2.10) 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2. yv = hit*.) is a transformation from Rn to Rm where 

m < n with the following property: It is possible to obtain a 

transformation h? such that y„ = h„(x) where X6 , y^ 6 ^ 

and y. ihiOO 

1^2.00 
is a regular transformation from 

Rn to Rn. 

Then yn = h.. (x) implies R (G) < R (G), 
JL JL X V- 

Proof: 

Extend the transformation h^ to obtain a regular transforma¬ 

tion from Rn to Rn. 

yn = hiOO 
yz\ hiOc) (2.11) 

is such an extension. 

Let y = y> 
Va. 

Then R (G) = R (G) 
y x 

(2.12) 

by Lemma 1. 
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Assume C*ti(Y),Y } — 4* C^-^Y) 

HyC&) = $y<K‘t-dY)//') dy 

= ( \ [ H.t.t01y»ly2.^xCvil7O dy^dGOOdy, 
^y, J-A. Nz. 

= { \ <VlYO-$x^MdGU'>dy, J Yi -LA- 

where ' ' . 

°vCY.)-SxCYd - ^ 

Now assume ' 

4> CtiC-YO.Yi) = Min d)(a-,YO T J aeA ‘ 

Then 

Ry.CG) = ^ ^ Lttz.a.vO’^CYOdGCMdy. . 
' -'y, J_A_ 

Now assume • ■ 

Lt.-t^cyo/'M < fyCro 

Then with 

LC-tCY^YO^.YO = LL‘ttLYOiY.') 

we get 

RyCG*) = $ $ $ Ll-tCY,,Y0Y«.Yi-")■$X(Y .JYL')d^dGoody• 
Vi JL Vi 

= LCd^VO i\CY.,YOdYtdGu^dy, 
y, -A-VI ■ . 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(by 2.19) 
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F\yC£0 — ^ \ L^e.Lx/i ^ dG 
V« i/\_ 

— RY.CGO 

Also 

RyCG) < RYCG) 

(because of (2.14) and (2.18). 

But this is a contradiction since 

Thus UXzW < <V CM 

Q^(YO< L(t-iC/.)/Vi') is possible, or 

FW,C<M ^ RYCG) 

(because of (2.14) and (2.17), or 

Ry,CG} Ry.(.6). 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Ry(G) was the minimum Baye's risk, 

is not possible. That is, only 

(2.22) 

Y 

(2.23) 

(because of (2.12). 

Q.E.D. 

From Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 it follows that a distance measure 

should also have the following properties, since it has to resemble the 

minimum Baye*s risk. 

Property 2,2. If y = g(x) is regular transformation from Rn to Rn, 

then y = g(x) should imply D(y^, H2) = D(x, H^, H2). 

Property 2.3, If y^ = h^(x) is a transformation from Rn to Rm 

where m < n with the following property: It is possible to obtain a 

transformation h^ such that y2 = h2(x) where x 6 Rn and y2 6 Rn m 
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and 

Vi 

y«L 

h.Ol 
hz.cx') is a regular transformation from Rn to Rn, 

then y(= h» CX) should imply D(X,Hi,Ha.) DC7>,HijHa) 

This completes the list of a few properties that a distance 

measure should have. 

Now the features themselves should possess a certain property. 

They should be linearly independent, otherwise the number of features are 

effectively less than that present. 

The feature set will be assumed to have this property from now 

on. 

2.2. Properties of Bhatacharya Distance and Divergence. 

In this section the. distance measures that go by the name of 

Bhatacharya distance and divergence will be compared. A comparison has 

already been made by Kailath [2] and the main results will be listed 

below. The proofs have not been given here as they can be found in 

Kailathrs [2] paper. 

It will be assumed that the condition (iv) listed in section 

1.2 is satisfied. Then the following hold. 

Divergence - $ (>,W) - ftU . = TO.fO 

Bhatacharya coefficient = J^p'CV) ^2.CV) dy 

Bhatacharya distance = . = — L N 

The following properties are true. 

i) 2.iv t - ji-it-TT.'iTp.'V 4 ZPE 4 2/nr-1 -*• S-JTVVTVL 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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if = "ITa. = _I_ then 

PE « -i-f 
2- 1 (2.28) 

— 2. B 

nT. _L -e. 
or 4- 

« Fk « JLts 

2- (2.29) 

There is no similar result with the divergence. If we restrict P1(y) 

and p <y) to be gaussian distributions then similar bounds can be 

obtained. 

2) O ■$ 4- 1. (2.30) 

o. ^ T £ Oo (2.31) 

O ^ B Oo (2.32) 

3) B and J are non-decreasing functions of the dimensionality of the 

feature vector y. 

4) *? = O PE = O (2.33) 

5) Sometimes it is convenient to have differential equations for B 

and J. It turns out that the differential for J are much more 

■ unwieldy, than that for B. 

The properties 1) and 2) indicate the superiority of the 

Bhatacharya distance over the Divergence. 

The above results have been taken from Kailath's [2] paper. 

'piOO 
CX-TT\i) R7'(X-YC\0 g- 

If 
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and 
= 

JSn 
' 

a 

then 

_L CTn-TTi2.)T FC'Cm.4-TrvO s 

+ _i_Ut DSTIFO ^ 
a J DE-t CR, RZ) 

(2.34) 

where R = R^ + 

2 

The above result can be obtained by performing the integration (2.26).- 
V 

The proof can be seen in the article by K. Matusita in "Multivariate 

Analysis" [7]. 

2*3. A geometric interpretation of the distance measure. 

Now a distance measure will be derived for the non-parametric 

case. We will not assume that we know the densities p^(x) and P2OO; 

instead of this we will work directly with samples from the training set. 

It will be necessary to assume for the derivations given to 

have meaning that if we do calculate the probability density function 

for the samples of a particular class then that density function is 

unimodal. 

All that the above statement’ means is that the samples of a 

particular class are concentrated in one region only. 

The ideas will now be presented in two dimensions and their 

extension to n-dimensional case will be based on symmetry. 

We are going to talk about a scatter matrix which is a well 
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known concept in 'Multivariate Analysis'. Consider the cluster of any 

one class. Now consider any point say 'O'. Then by taking any two 

points, say (1,3) which are non-collinear with 0 we get a triangle 

(1,3,0). 

A quantity proportional to the area of this triangle is given 

by A^^ where 

A =• DET XM X|0 X2.I—X2.0 

Xi^ —Xio X2.3 X2.0 

where the coordinates of the point are Xnr^ 

In general for any two points ^ and we have 

A^= OtT X\^— Xi o 

Ki o Xair^— X;>_o 

By squaring the above determinant we get 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Let 'VI - DET 

Then 

(Xl^-Xto!) (X1 X,o)(X 2.r^—'A 2o) 

CX^-XioUX^-X^-) Xxo) 

(2.37 

(2.38) 

Note that — ~ 0 

The pair (S^Y^ ) can be any of the two integers (l,...,n). We have 

assumed there are n samples in this class. 

£ 
The sum of over all such choices would be representative 

of the area spread by the samples around the point 'O'. 
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” Tt 2. 
Define = I I. . 

"l-t ^=' 

(•2.39) 

V-* 
‘V\ (2.40) 

= DET 
J- 7- 

(.*» 6“X»o) (Xi~n—%IO)LXJ.V[~X.'2JO) 
t=l 

•n n . a. 
I 21-CXat~*>2.«>)(-Xit—Xto) * ^'. C^*2.°) 
lV=i n=» 

(2.41) 

This follows from equations (2.4.0), (2.37) and (A. 1). 

Now SxQ,n is proportional to average area spanned by the 

samples about Xq. The point most representative of the sample is the 

point x such that Sx ,n is minimum. r o o 
  • r\ 

Define Xb = —!— X-uc . (2.42) 
^ %=i 1 

AJLU = = ZL (2.43) 
A Q %-1 

Then (2.44) 

Z_C*Ls,—V,c>") C ^-j ^^ A “t" V\ (XL ^“J°) 
Ssi 

Let 
U-n ^ U„ ^i-ta * y - CKi Xio") 

U.Z\ VJLza. t Xa.~ Xgja) 
(2.45) 
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Then 

5*,,,^.= DET \ \JLT\ *'-T\yv*r l 

- DET\\JLW\. DET \ 1 + nY' u"1 Y I 1 XL 1 
(2.46) 

This follows from equation (A.2) 

The above equations require that exists. This will be 

true if our assumption that the samples are linearly independent holds. 

Now Y'U^1 Y is a quadratic form and is always greater then 

zero unless Y = 0. This is true because is a positive-definite 

matrix. 

Thus TniNSxom = Sx/n = DETIU-HI 

X = x» 
(2.47) 

Thus the minimum of SxQ,n occurs at the mean of the sample. 

Now the above was a two dimensional case. In general in a 

k-dimensional space , - DETWI'M 

Yl _ 
where = Z_ C ) 

The matrix whose determinant is Sx,n is called the scatter matrix. 

Let it be denoted by C- .. Here x denotes the mean and n the number J x,n 

of samples. 

Then C-X.Tv ~ \ (2.48) 

Another matrix which is closely related to the scatter matrix 

is the covariance matrix, or better the estimated covariance matrix. 

H “ \ ^ i (2.49) 
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Note that Sx.-n ~ DET I Cx,r>| = T\ DET1R\ (2.50 

Now Sx,n is representative of the volume formed by the 

samples around the mean. 

A heuristic derivation of the distance measure will now be 
* 

presented. It is possible to make the distance measure satisfy 

properties 2.2 and 2.3, but it is not possible to check whether property 

2.1 has been satisfied or not. 

A) One factor which distinguishes a cluster of class and that of 

class is the difference in the shape of the volumes of the two 

clusters. 

solved by projecting the samples onto a one-dimensional subspace and 

then looking at the difference in volumes in that subspace. The sub¬ 

space could be chosen.so that the difference in volumes is largest. 

Then we could repeat the above procedure with one-dimensional subspaces 

orthogonal to the first one and get another difference in volume. This 

prodedure can be repeated for all the n-dimensions and then a cumulative 

expression for the difference in volume can be obtained. 

sional subspace in which the difference in volume is largest will be 

the subspace where is maximum. 

The problem of the difference in shape could partially be 

Suppose for class the volume in some one-dimensional sub¬ 

space is and for class Hg the volume is Then the one-dimen- 

(2.51) 

Or in other words, where is maximum. 

Vi — x ft - 7L 
P A 

(2.52) 
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Let Np = & 

Then V i MAX 1 

if maximum of occurs for £= . Suppose Ei > \ , then > £. 

£ 
and £v > -L_ for all other £ 

Zi-Z > £>-1 
£i £ 

> £ £t 

or 

or 

E> ■+■-4- > ‘o.t'-L 
O \ 

-b J_ — 2- > £, "V* 1 — 2_ 

Thus maximum of also occurs for 8,— Ef A similar proof 

can be given if £\ < \ 

Now a transformation can be found which makes the volume for 

the class constant over any one-dimensional subspace. 

r \ ^ 2- 
Let L^4|jTki and, be the scatter matrices for classes 

-W2. 
and respectively. 

Then consider y = C C-/«x/n2^) ^ (2.53) 

Now consider samples of class i.e. X6H2. Project Y onto 

any one-dimensional subspace. 

Let 7L - Py (2.54) 

The number of samples are . Let the volume in this subspace be |S 
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^2. 
— 

Then p> - 21 
V»~ \ 

.VN2. «.» 

= X PCYi.-yK7i.-y) P' 
L=» 1 

^3 “'ll. T 2_ —',J- T 
= X PCC^O Cxv-xXx;.-*) (C%„0 PT 

= P P "Y - X £ Hz (2.55) 

This follows as 

til. 

z .21 Cxi-xXxi-x'T = c* /* WYML 

Thus the volume is constant over any subspace. 

Now consider samples of class H^, i.e. x&H^. 

volume about any subspace be X • Then 

x = PCc^o"iCC>.„.,XC^o'"'P
T 

Let the 

(2.56) 

chosen in such a 

the value of 

Vz. =* x-f W/ - 2_ = CX-O8- (2.57) 
A 

where X = PCPT ) P PT = l 

Now attains its maximum with Xt — MAX ( x!\) • In other words 

either with the largest value of or the smallest value. 

= PCP
T 

where C = C C CcJ 

Now p is (lx k) dimensional row vector. It can be 

way that p p1 =1. This constraint in no way effects 

Xt — MAX PCP
T 

PPT-\ 
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or \\ — MIM PCP
T 

PPT=I 

In both cases Ai is an eigenvalue of the matrix C. 

If we carry out the above procedure for all the k-dimensions, 

we will have exhausted all the eigenvalues. Thus a suitable distance 

measure is 

D\ = H CM-O 
XL 

Now in the next steps we will retrace our steps and get an 

y- I ^ ^ • 

expression for in terms of original matrices and 

(2.58) 

For convenience , let — Cl . and C 

Ai is an eigenvalue of Ci Cz. i.e. 

_ -'12. _ ^ ”''Z 

Gz C, Cz X •= XL X is satisfied or CzCi^Xi.'y 

-1, 
VL is an eigenvalue of C2 (2.59) 

D> = 
XL » 

K 

= C - z.) 
(2.60) 

Now XL+-L — 2_ 
X‘t 

is an eigenvalue of the matrix Cj. C\ -v- Ct Cz- Z X 

\ D\ = TR 1 Cl'C, -t CT'Ci - ZX \ 
(2.61) 

(where tr means the trace). 

Now if we interpret C2 and to be the covariance matrices 

then the above expression is one term in the divergence of the two 
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classes. This is under the assumption that p^(x) and P2(x) are 

gaussian density functions. 
K 

Now instead of using D \ — ZL CX'c-i) 
XI 

one 
^ 2. 

could have used Di = LKI TT 

L= l 4 XL 

(2.62) 

The expression has been chosen to be of the above form because we have 

to satisfy = 0 if and only if Ai = 1 for all i. 

Then 

Di — Lts DET \ Ct Ci + Ci'Cz. 2.1 
h (2.63) 

Again if we interpret C^ and to be covariance matrices then 

eq. (2,63) is one of the terms in the Bhatacharya distance of gaussian 

density functions. 

B) A second factor which distinguishes the clusters of the two classes 

is the location of the clusters. 

Let n = n^ + n^ - total number of samples 

/< — U\ d z. IKI_ ' = l — o<2_ — i 
7 ' Vu-vT\T_ 

y, = j** —y — 6*2-CjA,+ /*0 

and yz~ j^Z-~ /* — 041 (./*• + /*■«•) 

Then S^jTl = DtT \ CJU.YA 

~ DET \Cv + CL + WiN2.V2.ya. \ (2.64) 
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where N„ = Tu . Na. = T\ z. 
O 

J X O 
O **. 

ini O 
The above result follows from a result of the type of equation (2.44). 

The minimum value of Syu,Y\ occurs when the means of the two classes 

coincide. 

Then yx ^ y^ =■ o 

= OET \ C\-V- Ca \ 
(2.65) 

It is clear that further apart the means are the larger will be 

• *» another expression for a distance measure would be 

Da = ^£T \ C/A,TI\ — PET \CH-C&1 

D£T l C. vCi 

It has been normalized to satisfy property 2.2. 

Let )+\ ~J+z — Y 

Now C,u,-n — C\ + Cj. •+" N\V>V~r-t- VJ 2.V2.V2. 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

- C,tCi -v- YY
T 

where N3 — 
v>'~na. 

s O 

o Y\rv»v. 

^ 1+"n 2. 

(2.68) 
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Let Cx + C2 = C 

Then PET Cju,^ \ = Dei \ C\. Derj \-t- -Y^"1 Y 1 (2.69) 
V* . ^ » 

This follows from eq. A.2. 

Vvtl-T\?_ 

Di. = YTC'Y 
VU-V-VM. 

Now, a distance function which would reflect both cases A) 

and B) would be 

D = K,D» -t kt Di 

It is not clear how to decide the weighting constants k- 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

and . If one takes n^ = and one chooses eq. (2.63) for , 

then by suitable choosing and k^ one gets 

D = -i-'Y"rirC'Y -V- J_ LN.DtT | Ri'R,-*- R»'Rz+ 2.X | (2.1T) 

^ 4 

This is exactly the Bhatacharya distance. 

2.4. Summary 

In this, chapter we postulated certain properties of distance 

measures. These properties were obtained on the basis that the distance 

measure had to be inversely proportional to probability of error. 

Then certain measures were obtained both for the parameter 

case and for the non-parametric. It was found that simple geometrical 

ideas gave an expression for a distance measure which was very much 

similar to the Bhattacharya distance for gaussian density functions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A LINEAR OPTIMUM TRANSFORMATION 

3.1 Statement of the Problem 

The problem formulated in Sec. 1.2 will now be solved when 

a) the data x = x( t) where x( t) Hilbert Space 

b) the distance measure is the Bhatacharya distance as given by equation 
' » 

(2.26) 

c) The a priori probabilities P(H^) and PCHg) are both equal to one-r 

half. 

In order to obtain a solution the following assumptions were. 

required, 

a) x( t) is Gaussian random process. In other words if, 

c 
y - x(u.)du. (3.1) 

and g (u) is any function such that E (jyz) < o*3 . Then in order for 

x(u) to be a Gaussian random process, y must be a Gaussian random 

variable for every g(u) in the above class. 

b) x(-1) is a random process with finite mean square value. Iri other 

words 

^ E ^K(,-V) - E.(XC-0)^ d± < Oo 
(3.2) 

c) The set of allowable transformations is as follows; 

y * 

y m 

(3.3) 
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yL. = (.0.1,%) L = l ~to vrv (3.4) 

r '5‘ 
= } oui-twod-t . (3.5) 

V* CL 

where <Xl It.) is such that 

a) < 00 

V, 
b) ' \ a^c-oA."L< o° 

"a. 

\n 
c) are linearly independent. 

The following notations have been used 

-*-f>© 

^a> E[xeO|Vu3 = ^ (3.6) 

= W\t(rU (3*7) 

Similarly, £ \j<C-Ci | Hz~\ =■' YT\2.C't’) (3.8) 

£ tnitVL)"J|H*J = K> (.-t,UL) (3.9) 

E{^W1-’m,.c^lLxt^-Tnl(.U-')lH2.^ = (3a0) 

and K2 are covariance functions. 

b) and are linear operators given by 

(3.11) 
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r •fi-se-tv = 5c, KasrU-S-troa-t 

Define, ' * = 
V ^ 

= Vrwfct) — VryxC-t) 

r ^ y^-sc-t) = ^c-t: s^013 ^c"°ci-t 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

It will be assumed that, 

a) and ~?2- are positive definite operators (3.16) 

b) The range of '‘Pi and is all of the (3.17) 

Then it follows from Sec. A.3 of the Appendix that, 

a) and ^a. are self adjoint, completely continuous operators. 

b) They have self adjoint, bounded and positive definite inverses. 

X
IL. ""Ml. Ml. -Ml. 

c) There exist operators , and which are 

unique, bounded, self adjoint and non-negative. 

2. 
Lemma 3.1: The operator u Tg. \\ is a completely continuous self 

adjoint and positive definite operator. 

Proof: 

*2. is a completely continuous operator and Pt is a bounded 

operator. Since the product of a completely continuous operator and a 

D~'
,X ft rT'/2- bounded operator is completely continuous, we have 'J\\ is 

completely continuous. 
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■= CY,l 

Thus ~?i ~^2_J?\ is self adjoint 

( JZ~'IX jf S?~'IX \ , f> Wa-ft“',a- J> JJ-1'2- N ■ C y, Y) = y ; y ) 

• = Cz,zO 

where 'e \ i y — X- 

Now since and ^2. have inverses defined we have 

r, Uz n -'I* 
-*?> y -o 7=o 

i. e. ~z..=■ o ^ y - o 

Thus 
-Ua. ->u 
C*. y, 7 ) > o ' V$ 

• 

J= O L'S'S y = o 

In other 
~'\X -»/2_ 

words •?» is a positive definite operator. 

Lemma 3. 2: 

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operator ^2. 

satisfy the relations 

Ol , “Pi ) - SL^ (3.18) 

On , ^ : 
- (3.19) 

where In = X t b L (3.20) 
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Proof: 

-Mi -<12. 
The eigenvectors CX;_ Qf the operator *Ti ^2.“?* form 

an orthonormal set, since *?2. is a completely continuous 

self-adjoint pperator. 

We have "?2_ -? 1 UaL = XIQL 

^ 0 for all i , since *-?• ^2.^ is positive definite 

(3.21) 

operator. 

^2. W\, Xl Vr t 

where 

Thus 

u = -CV, 

CWi;-P,Wa) = 

— C Oil f CX^ — £> L J 

and C^L, } ."^Qj ) 

(_CX‘i,( 1 OL^ — 

Q.E.D. 

Using eq. (3.4) we get 

E-LYUHQ r- E Lvil Hi.] = T|_ = Cai,«0 

E- L CYi-Yi HYj-Vj'i | Hi ] = CROij = Ca-I,-?, Q-j) 

E-t(.Yl-Yi.XY3-9p|H^ = CBO'q = Cat ,-fj.Qj) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Hi.- C ^ > Vi ^ ~V~ CR 2.*) L« and (3.26) 
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Define 

R = l CRDq \ 

ICROt-j I and R — \ Ri.-j \ 

By using eq. (3.15) one gets 

C^Y = C O-C j/’CL^ ) 

V = ■v. 
i 

i. 
Ym 

(3.27) 

3.2. Technique of Optimization 

In this section the optimum transformation will be found. 

From eq. (2.34) we have 

BCY/-\,(V'2.) = -i-TR(R~'-YY'r)-V--i-LKlC)tT| R^’-R,+Rr'R2.-h I 
2> 4-  ; :  

4- (3.28) 

where I is the identity matrix. 

In the above result eq. A.4 was used. 

The technique used for optimization is discussed in section 

A. 5. 

Let RYYTCK — ^kCh (3.29) 

- ALWC R7' Ri Vl (3.30) 
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R VYT will have' only one non-zero eigenvalue as it is of rank one. 

Then 

B ( Y, H, ,H 2. ) = -L p K -L. LN TT 
8 ^ Ui Zj: 

~g- *“MLXi+O*- 2LL.uAc— (3.3i) 

Using notation of section A.5 

tn 
2> B ~ SXt 

2> ' /f- (3.32) 

where -KxO = Ai~ i 
CM+OM 

Now from eq (3.28) one gets 

( ^>PM- Xl ^ i — — (Re.— Skri.i-Puls'v.&Xi. 

Now 

Now 

— m ‘ ■ 
& since the eigenvectors span the full space 

ZL.Clfcl* K 

by Lemma 3.2 we get by using R^ and instead of ^2. and ~fi 

m 
and taking the inner product in R one gets 

T 

Wl Rv — Sl^ 

SXi = b’J (. “ X L SR» ) brl 

Similarly 

= c;[smT)- /3RSR)CK 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 
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Now we have Rlj = ( CU , ") 

= C Aai^aJ ■+■ CAQ/, *?aL) 

Section A.5. 

also 

C S ^2. ~ X \ ) 

using notation of 

4 - CAcu(~?a O^-M^') -KAO^ ,-^ai-^aO 
(3.35) 

Now let a = [a^( t).. ,ai( t).. .am( t)] 

bi_ = lx l<- 

' TTVL 

Then SX*U = b\.T(. ?>R2.— X\ SR,") In 

= Z C Aa, , zbiv. X. HtQK-Xl^aK^KO 

“2— be ^ 
/l l 

Similarly 
•m 

Z. 2-C^K^/T_5K^)aCK ) 
0-1 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

where is defined in eq (3.15) and Cy^ = OK 
I 

CY>IV\ 
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*
B

<-Y,H.,RO= ' ZLCAaj, zCjKC(r-pK-f)a.CK') 
«' I 

• . ' ’ 

+ fL CAaj £ iO^^C^'-Wak) 
A-x L=« Z. 4 1 

(3.38) 

Define 

^ ~ ~fc cav» C./,-pKp>)aCv^ 
2_ (3.39) 

in 

Then S B <Cf > W»,Ht) = 21 (^Q.^ , 'C.j) (3.40) 

The necessary condition for maxima is 8= O 

-v 

This implies that e^ = 0 for all j from 1 to m (3.41) 

3.3. ' Special Cases. 

Now two special cases will be considered. 

Case 1: o(=o but ~?2_ ^ “?i 

Then A ~ *-r^-Xi,) bi ^ X \") CX b J. for all j 
6 lZ. J 

^ * ° ^2.- A L")<X b-L = O for all i (3.42) 

Since are linearly independent. 

Now by Lemma 3.2 we can transform into an identity matrix 

and R2 into a diagonal matrix by a non-singular transformation. Also, 

B(y, H^, I^) is invariant with respect to such transformations. Therefore, 
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we can assume that we made such a transformation. 

Then Ire = O' 
l I 
.1 
o 

ith position 

C 2. — \ u \ ^ *=• o 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

Thus have to be eigenvectors of 
L-1 

Now since B (_Yy H>, H2. ) = JL x LN -L-OL ^0 
4- (zx ^ K 

we order the eigenvalues according to 

X 2- -t- ' / A  ^ X TTt -+• 1 / X •,n 

and take the corresponding . eigenvectors. 

The above is also a sufficient condition for a maximum. This 

r—“ . 

is so because the set LCAt j. which gives the maximum B(y, H-, H0) 

have to be the eigenvectors of and then the above ordering 

completely specifies which eigenvectors they can be. 

Case 2: o but 

Then, = ^ and = R t. = R 

and' k~?)OXk=0 

Now by an argument similar to Case 1 we get 

CK = o 
f 

o 
kth position (3.45) 

O 
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.* - ( ^ = O (3.46) 

* has to be an eigenvector of ~f 

Now is the only non-zero eigenvalue of f and also R C*WT) 

Since, from Lemma 3.2 

C Q-v, |(XvO = j^K £> I«K (3.47) 

and C cxi, feu) = SLK (3.48) 

From eq. (3.47} CXvK°<,Olk) - 

(^CLkX^Ak)=^ (say) 

Then (o^aiX1^,(1^) — O for k £ i 

C°</^1)= o 

Thus — (.'<=< ,CU)(p<j dL)= O for all k £ i 

Thus since p\s is the only non-zero eigenvalue one can take 

a = |o...ak...O \ 

Then the only condition to be satisfied is 

C ) O-K = O 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

o 
(3.51) 
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or <=<C0^/(lk') = i^k'fO.ys 

— \ 

or CIK — C°</ °-0 °^ 

Z3* 

Then 

and 

Since the proportionality factor does not matter, one can take 

CLk = -*?<* (3.52) 

(3.53) 

^OPT. “ ** ) (3.54) 

The above is also a sufficient condition for maxima. This 

is so because up to a proportionality factor there is only one a, 
K. 

which satisfies the necessary condition. 

3.4 A Simple Extension. 

A direct extension of the previous results is possible to the 

case when the data X 6 Fk 

In this case, a^ is a (n x 1) vector 

for i = 1 to m 

(3.55) 

yt= Cai;x) 

= a-Jx 

E. IH>3 = Tn» 
(3.56) 

EL^lHaQ = TTVz. 

E. ^ (.X- TnO(x-Tni')*T | H . ^ ~?i 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 
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E Cx-Tr\2_'K*~,[T'0T/H:i. | = ~^2- ‘ (3*59) 

- Tru - Tr\i 
(3.60) 

X| 

I 

x^ 

(3.61) 

It will be assumed that x is a n-dimensional random variable with 

no degenerate components and also no linear dependence among the com¬ 

ponents 

The above assumption implies that '"Pi and ^2. are positive 

definite matrices. 

With these modifications all the previous results become 

applicable to this problem 

Vr\ 
Thus, & — 21 CACLj ) 

, 
(3.62) 

-e, = 4- C;k(MK*?)acK-v it icxob^(^2.-x^0a,U 
4 *+■ ' L=\ 2. 

(3.63) 

where CX = \ Ck\, Qz. , — - Cl w \ 

an - 
1 
I 
I 

OLm 

— - CLx*\ 
\ 
\ 

i 
- - — - — CLrn~n 

(3.64) 

dim a = n x m 

y - o7x Thus (3.65) 
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Define h. \ -e.1, <-2., e-m 1 

-ip {u*T-SK-m(W ] 

f £ iiii] dir v-fOakUj 
l=< Z 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

Then the necessary condition for maxima is 

E = O (3-68) 

This could be solved by the following iterative scheme, 

a.Ck-t-o = 

It is not clear how to choose the constant p. When the 

above scheme does converge there is no guarantee that it has converged 

to a true maxima. 

The computer results have been included in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A NON-LINEAR OPTIMUM TRANSFORMATION 

4.1 Statement of the Problem and its Solution 

In this chapter the distance measure derived geometrically 

will be used. 

All along we have been considering linear transformations of 

the data x only. Here a method has been given to extend the previous 

optimizing technique to a certain form of non-linear transformations. 

The following assumptions have been made: 

a) The data x is a n-dimensional random variable with unimodal 

probability density function. It has no degenerate components and also 

there is no linear dependence among the components x^,...,xn, with 

prpbability one. 

b) A training set is provided with n^ samples of class H^ and n^ 

samples of class It will be assumed n^ = ^ . 

c) The distance measure used is given by eq. (2.71). 

O (.V/HijHj.) = Ui'Y C 'V ■+- Wa. LKI DET 1 CJL'CI >V C» 'CZ. ^ 2.1 \ 
_ (4.1) 

where and k2 are any constants. 

d) The type of transformation allowed will be now discussed. 

Let x = X» 
i 

X-n 

(4.2) 
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and z = z, — <M*.) 

4>?cx.) 
1 
1 

i 

(4.3) 

where are linearly independent set of functions 

with the property that among the conponents z^, Z2,##*,Znq t^iere is 

no linear dependence with probability one. 

Then z is (nq x 1) vector (4*4) 

Let y = y\ 
i 

and for i = 1 to m n = Cai, 

- a-,T 

a^ is a (nq x 1) vector. 

Define CL — \ CLI^Q.2.,   - Q-vn 1 

Then 

and 

y = oJz. 
dim CL ■= . yn 

The notation that will be used is as follows 

EL2 I ^ = Tru 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 
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(4.11) 

1^0(2.- ^a)T I = 'Pa. (4.12) 

The entries in the above matrices are not the expected values but their 

estimates as found from the samples 

°< = Tn» — Tna. (4.13) 

Y - OTY (4.14) 

In other words YL = Ccu,°0 

= aJY a. (4.15) 

In other words - 

' Re. * oMt a 
« 

(4.16) 

-f= •?! + < 
Z. 

(4.17) 

ii p
 

(4.18) 

J~' = vY (4.19) 

It follows from the assumptions that 

a) and are positive definite matrices. 

b) Now from eqs. (2.48) and (2.49) we have 

if C — \ then R= ^ | where n^ is the number of samples. 
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We have assumed that the number of samples is the same for the 

two classes. Thus 

C>C'yiVU/V-\2_>) = h\Y R Y -v- hz LN DET \ P.2. 2.1 | 

4- 
(4.20) 

where h^ and are constants. Now if we choose h^ equal to 1/8 

and h2 equal to 1/4 we get 

£XY/R»,Hi) =_LTRR'YYT ^-i-LHDe-TlRi’R^RT'RL+ZXl 
8 4- £ 

Let 
. H'YY

T
CK = fkCK 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

RV'Ri Wl = Xi W\. (4.23) 

Then as before 

D(y(R,,\-\i') = _L6k -V —L. LM ~f\ C Vvci-Xi-rS.) 
54 r 4- . L=\ ^ L= \ (4.24) 

/- ^ W> 
& CKY/HI,H2.') = -L S p vs —L. 2]_-iCXO £>XL 

o T* (4.25) 

where -£*(.Xi) — Xy- \ 

Thus the previous analysis carries through and we have 

Co DCY/VhjHi) = 
d (4.26) 

YT\ 
•a =4-qK(.r-PK-f)aCK -»■ 4r2i^uiiWiLc-f1-)'vf,,')a.bi (4.27) 

e ) 
in 

Again if we define E = (e^, (4.28) 
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Then 

-L ^ Loi*C—f3K^ "'""'T 2.—cv 
4" *— I ^ i 

Then the necessary condition for maxima is 

E = 0 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

The two cases discussed in Section 3.3 are exactly the same 

since they are independent of "SlXi.) . 

The computer results have been included in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

COMPUTER RESULTS. 

V 

The algorithm used for solving examples can be represented 

is a flow chart as follows: 

To A. 
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Two examples have been solved. The first example finds an 

optimum nonlinear transformation. In this case the sample means under 

the two classes have been assumed to be equal. The second example finds 

the optimum linear transformation when both the means and covariance 

matrices are unequal. 

Example 1: 

The estimated values of and 'tfz. are 

i) =0 

ii) = . 1.045 -0.242 0.056 0.020 

-0.242 2.662 -0.137 -0.061 

0.056 -0.137 0.989 0.644 

0.020 -0.061 0.644 1.302 

iii) f? = 

Then 

II 2.920 0.173 0.064 0.198 

0.173 0.854 -0.021 0.062 

0.064 -0.021 0.302 -0.003 

0.198 0.062 -0.003 1.045 

X, = 2.932079 
' 

X, 2. = 0.316336 

X3 0.257055 

■ m 
D(X,H, 

X*r 1.353528 

The best linear transformation is given by 
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y = -0.18080 x. - 0.138938 x„ + 0.804662x„ + 0.211034 x. 
1 2. 5 4 

The value of the distance measure after the transformation was 

D(y, Hr H2) = 0.1070. 

The best non-linear transformation is given by 

y = -0.01008 xx - 0.00223 x
2 + 0.00117 x2 

-H).00798 x£ - 0.00122 x
2 - 0.00252.x2 

-0.26830 x3 + 0.04121 x
2 + 0.40318 x^ 

-K).00475 x. - 0.00248 x.2 + 0.00086 x? 
4 4 4 

The value of the distance measure after the transformation was 

D(y, H1, H2) = 0.8250. 

Thus, there is a considerable improvement over the linear 

transformation result. 

Example 2: 

The estimated values of oL , and are 

±)d = | -0.250 

+1.749 

-1.991 

-2.157 

ii ) and "^2. are the same as example one. 

The linear transformation for which the necessary conditions 

were approximately satisfied is 

y = 0.042259 x± + 0.76616 x2 - 2.230594 x3 - 1.047922 x4 . 

The value of the distance measure after the transformation was 

D(y, Hj., H2) = 1.207593 . 
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The value of the distance measure before the transformation was 

D(x, H^, H2)' = 1.36872. 
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APPENDIX 

A.l) 
TV 'TV 

H ZLDET a< 

c% <K 

DET 
Y\ 

%=» 

vv 

rv 
r 
\=' 

Vv 

\y 1 

TL<K 
\-=v A.l 

The proof is obvious 

A. 2) det j C + nY'fr|= det | C \ det 1 1 + nYT C-1Y | 

where C is an n x n matrix 

is an n x 1 matrix 

Proof: 

DE-T | O TIYYt1 = Dei \ 

-YVY 

Y 

C 

A. 2 

\ YTC ' DET \ o 

w . X 0 C 

or DET\ Ct^YYTl = DET|\ ^^
T

C"Y1 DtTl d 

A,3) The notation of section 3.1 will be used. 

Let "f'SC-t) = ^aKCS,iO'5'l't-')cl't 

i) Now K^CSj-t) 4 E.^Y.00-YC-t)'] E^xCS)- Y 

is true because of Schwarz inequality 



Then eq. (3.2) implies 

\ S K^Cs/tA <is d-fc < 00 

o o 

ii) Now from the definition of K(s,t) it follows, 

K(s,t) = K(t,s), 

The above relation implies f is a symmetric operator, 

iii) Since "f is symmetric and its range is all of (from eq.(3.17)) 

it follows is a self adjoint operator. 

iv) Now the fact that is a bounded, self adjoint and positive definite 

operator implies that there exists an inverse operator T which is 

bounded and self adjoint. 

-1 

v) Since equation (3.17) holds we have "P is also positive definite. 

Proof: 

Equation (3.17) V 2. € cUL&,\>2 ) 3 >6 ?Ty = Z. 

Then C ' ’Z.y’Z-3 C. 2 y ~T "2.) 
= (TY,Y1 > ° 

because T is positive definite. Thus T is positive definite, 

vi) The following theorem has been taken from the book by T. Kato [8]. 

Since the operator "? and are self adjoint, bounded and 

non-negative we have 

i) There is a unique square root of *P and of 

n'lc jf'li- 
ii) \ and ' are self adjoint bounded and non-negative. 

A.4) XtA X = TR A*XT (A.4) 

The result can be seen by expanding both the sides of the 

above equation. 

A. 5) The method of optimization and the notation will be made clear by 



a simple example. 

A 

Suppose we have to find the optimum a(t) so that I is 

maximum. 

c d 
s where 1 = F L (AUX-t)d-t-3 

= FCR^) 

Suppose the maxima occurs for a(t), then for another function a*(t) 

close to a(t) we have 

AI = I*-I =. 'FtSc^COLC-tWci-L'] 

= FCR*) *“ FtR") 

^ d F R) (approx.) 
SR 

Now A R = ' FC ~ R 

^ SF At -t $,%£ d*t . 

= SR' -L- S R 

where £-$- = QC\*~ cO 
^o. 

- IX 
c) CX 

S^-Sr = e)^ (AO.'l1 

3al 

AX = SR -v- 
SR 

Now for a maxima 

AX < O 

First variation of f. 

Second variation of f 

£*R = Sl+X s1! 
2- TR «■ 

for all a1 * 
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which implies SX= o , which is thus a necessary condition for maxima. 

If R is a matrix [ R„ j then S R will be a matrix |SR„ | • 
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